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Please ask questions!

Ex. 1: “What’s the Heisenberg picture?”

Ex. 2: “What’s the operator norm?”



Goals

• Review QCAs

• Convince you to think about approximate locality

• Learn a little operator algebra

• Understand index theory of approximate QCAs in 1D

• Discuss open problems (help!)
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Quick summary

• Physics question: Are local dynamics generated by local 
Hamiltonians? Find converse to Lieb-Robinson bounds. 

• Mathematical physics question: Classify approximate QCAs.

• Results so far: Classification of 1D approximate QCAs resembles the 
classification for the exact case.

• Open questions: Classify approximate QCAs in high dimensions?



Setup: Quantum lattice systems

Hilbert space for lattice system.

Local Hilbert space on each site.

Local Hamiltonian, e.g. nearest neighbor interactions.

Operator local to site i.

support 𝐴 = {𝑖} “Support” of an operator.



Lieb-Robinson: Local Hamiltonian evolution obeys approximate lightcone.



Local interactions Approximate light cone

Quantum lattice systems

Lattice Hamiltonian with 
short-range interactions.

Unitary evolution with an 
approximate lightcone, 
satisfying “Lieb-Robinson 
bounds.”

Lieb and Robinson (1972)
Review: Hastings, arXiv:1008.5137

Present discussion.



Lieb-Robinson bound

Lieb-Robinson bound (1972):

Given 𝐻, there exist constants 𝑣 (“L.R. velocity”) and 𝑐1, 𝑐2 > 0
such that for any operator 𝐴,
for any time 𝑡 and distance 𝑟,
there exists “truncated” operator ሚ𝐴 local to Ballr(supp 𝐴 ) with

ሚ𝐴

If 𝑟 bigger than 𝑣𝑡, then ሚ𝐴 is good 
truncated approximation to 𝐴(𝑡).

Consider a local lattice Hamiltonian with
short-range interactions.

𝐴



(Strict) QCAs are not enough

Traditional QCA maps local operators to local operators.

For local Hamiltonian 𝐻 and time 𝑡, consider map

𝑋 ↦ 𝑒−𝑖𝐻𝑡𝑋𝑒𝑖𝐻𝑡.

Note quite a QCA: For 𝑋 local, 𝑒−𝑖𝐻𝑡𝑋𝑒𝑖𝐻𝑡 is only approximately local.

Want relaxed notion of QCA to accommodate this approximate locality.



Operator algebras, QCAs, and 
approximate QCAs



Operator algebra review

A C*-algebra 𝒜 on a Hilbert space 𝐻 is a subset of linear operators on 𝐻,
𝒜 ⊂ End(𝐻)

that is 

• Linearly + multiplicatively closed

• Closed under adjoint (i.e. “star”, “dagger”)

In infinite dimension, also require:

• Bounded in operator norm, + complete w.r.t. norm

Can also define C*-algebra abstractly, without reference to operators 
acting on a Hilbert space.  Just a Banach algebra with an involution.



Operator algebra review

Morphisms on C*-algebras given by
𝑓 ∶ 𝒜 ↦ ℬ

that are

• Linear

• Multiplicative homomorphism

• 𝑓 𝑥∗ = 𝑓(𝑥)∗

We’ll study automorphisms.



Unitary operator vs. algebra automorphism

1. Evolution as unitary operator on Hilbert space,

induces automorphism of algebra of operators of Hilbert space:

2. Evolution as automorphism of algebra of operators:

Unitary always induces automorphism. 

Automorphism always arises from unitary conjugation, in fin. dim.

Prefer algebra perspective!

𝛼 𝑋 = 𝑈𝑋𝑈−1

𝛼 ∶ 𝒜 → 𝒜



QCA Review
Algebra of operators on an infinite 1D lattice:

𝒜 = ۪𝑖∈ℤ𝒜𝑖 ,    𝒜𝑖 = Matd (ℂ).

An automorphism 𝛼 ∶ 𝒜 → 𝒜 is called a quantum cellular automaton (QCA)
or locality-preserving unitary (LPU) if it preserves locality, i.e. there exists finite 
radius 𝑅 > 0 such that 

supp 𝛼(𝐴) ⊆ BallR supp A

for all operators 𝐴 ∈ 𝒜 .



Classification of 1D QCAs

Gross, Nesme, Vogts, and Werner (“GNVW,” 2009):

• All 1D QCAs are compositions of circuits and shifts.

• Shifts cannot be achieved by circuits.

• QCAs modulo circuits characterized by a quantized index (GNVW index).



Classification of 1D QCAs

ind U ≡ 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡

How to define the index for shift QCAs:



(Re-)defining the GNVW index



ALPU: “Approximately locality-preserving unitary”

𝛼 𝐴

ሚ𝐴

𝐴





ALPU: “Approximately locality-preserving unitary”

An automorphism 𝛼 ∶ 𝒜 → 𝒜 on a 1D lattice is an ALPU with 

“𝒇 𝒓 -tails” if there exists a tail function

that decays to zero, such that for all intervals 𝑋 ⊂ ℤ, for all 𝑟 > 0, 

𝛼 𝒜𝑋 ⊂ 𝒜Ball(𝑋,𝑟)𝜖
𝜖 = 𝑓(𝑟)

𝛼 𝒜𝑋

𝒜𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑋,𝑟)

𝒜𝑋

Ex. 1: QCAs

Ex. 2: Local Hamiltonian evolution



Classification and index theory of ALPUs
Want to classify space of ALPUs {𝛼 ∶ 𝒜 → 𝒜} modulo local Hamiltonian 
evolution. 

• Why not obvious?  
• Previous classification (GNVW) only treats exact QCAs
• GNVW index not obviously robust
• GNVW proof uses algebra, appears very “brittle” when you add noise 
• Hamiltonian evolutions are not (exactly) circuits
• Many examples where “exact” cases don’t generalize to “approximate cases”
• Should index theory still give quantized index?  

• Why do we care?
• Hamiltonian evolutions are ALPUs, not QCAs! 
• Converse to Lieb-Robinson bounds?
• Existence of lattice momentum density?
• Stability of chiral many-body localized floquet phases? (cf. Lukasz Fidkowski’s talk).



Classification and index theory of 1D ALPUs

In particular:
• ALPUs characterized by quantized index
• Every ALPU can be approximated by a sequence of QCAs
• Every ALPU is composition of time-dep. local Hamiltonian evolution with a shift.  
• For finite open chain, every ALPU given by local time-dep. Hamiltonian 

evolution.
• Translations cannot be well-approximated by quasi-local Hamiltonian evolution 

for finite time.  (No momentum density on the lattice!)

Classification of 1D ALPUs modulo 
evolution time-dependent, quasi-local 
Hamiltonians

Classification of 1D QCAs modulo local 
circuits
(GNVW, 2009)

is very 
similar to…

It turns out…



Proof technique

















Open questions
• Classify ALPUs in higher dimensions

• Other applications for perturbing algebras?

• Prove some conjectures about “approximate” algebras, Ulam stability

• Formulate in QFT setting
• Anomalies

• Given abstract charge, find local current?

• “Splittable” symmetries



Thank you!



Supplementary notes












